OUT AND ABOUT 4X4 CLUB
Julimar Jaunt
21st March 2020
Report – Steve Dickens
It was a bright sunshiny day as
we arrived at Gingers
Roadhouse, Bob Jones was
particularly pleased to see us as
he had arrived some time earlier
and Phew!, He was at the right
spot, one by one the participant
list grew and by 09:00 we had 12
cars. In total 8 members and 4
visitors of which 2 cars, Jessica & Jodie and Sarah & Andy
were joining us for the first time. After introductions and
greetings we made our way to Moondyne Joe country. Kerry
and I had done the recce the week before. We did the whole
track and as we will explain later had to make changes in the
interests of health and safety.
We stayed on the tarmac for a fair few
km’s until we met gravel at the Avon
Valley National Park where we had a
slight back up scenario as trip leaders
overshot the turnoff. Steve was too
busy keeping an eye out for ‘Joe’. We
passed
spectacular
views as we followed the winding road
to the top of the hill. Once on gravel
we aired down.
Moving on, we made the first stop and
walked to a well, a wood lined well

used in the era
of Moondyne
Joe, at what
was the
Plunkett Saw
Mill the convoy
were taken in
small groups
as the fence
surrounding
the well did
not meet
today’s H&S
requirements ,
I’m sure ‘Joe’
was watching
us. We had
morning tea at
this point and got to know each other a little better.

I would describe this next section of
the day as ordinary from a driving
perspective but there were
indications that in winter it would
differ greatly, dried out mud holes
would be entertaining and a couple
of mm’s of rain this week had left
Mike with concerns. PUDDLES!
Yes, you guessed it, how would

Mike keep his new car clean and mud free? Warnings were
given to Mike about up-coming mud and water, we were
concerned, but Mike being Mike was able to steer around most
of the puddles and almost kept his car in pristine condition, but
it was a close thing, well done Mike!
Joe’s Cave was another walking section, we walked about 200
metres to a hidden area where Moondyne Joe used to trap
horses, ingenious in its day and it was a pleasant walk and visit
and I must say the club have some very knowledgeable
members who had armed themselves with their Moondyne Joe
history.
Lunch was just around the corner. Before stopping we led the
convoy onto a much more exciting section, steep descents,
tight corners, wash-aways, up and overs, Jessica went above
and beyond and in true Out and About fashion out came the
advice but strangely not the cameras as she was led to safety.
Being new to 4WD she did extremely well, impressive in fact
and this was the point Kerry and I needed to change from the
Reccie.
The original track included a very steep rocky, wash-aways
section that once down the only way was back up, when we did
the Recce it felt as if I only had 1 wheel on the floor and we
decided it would have been too risky to take others – or to do it
again! I was describing this to Chris, and he seemed keen to
have a go. Chris, aka Mr Adventure was contemplating, just as
some outsiders came to the track, wheels in the air, looks of
panic on the drivers faces, and that was just the gateway onto
the track! Mr Adventure joined us for lunch instead.

We made it to the Julimar
Forest section - a much
rougher section with some
challenges and fulfilling
moments. It was a good day
and we will be back in the
winter (Mike).

As a footnote, whoever may be reading this in the future, Australia was and is in the
early grip of the Coronavirus (COVD-19), Bob passed comment on how nice it was
to be out in the country, free of all the negativity of the media, breathing fresh air
and having fun, and yes we all agreed, it was GREAT, but days later due to
government restrictions on movements our club was temporarily closed and who
knows when or where our next trip will be…

Stay safe everybody

